Linzer cookie pendant

Supplies:
● Blade
● X-acto knife
● Chalk pastels in earth tones and red
● Tooth brush
● Makins crinkle cutters and Sculpy mini cutters
  ● Liquid clay
  ● Brush from the color me kit
  ● Ecru Premo clay
● Tile from totally new transfers kit
  ● Wax paper
  ● DeepShine
Also optional a tile and a bale
Step 1: Take your cookie cutter you are using for the cookie and cut out 2 of these shapes.
Step 2: Using your smaller cutter, cut out the center of your cookie.
Step 3: Taking your chalk pastels in your earth tones, shade the edges a dark tan and also shade the and swoop your bush inward for an ombré effect. I suggest using your brush from your color me kits available at tinypandora.com as it is much denser and holds pigment.
Step 4: To make your raspberry filling take your liquid clay and your red chalk pastel and shave some into the liquid clay and combine like so:
Step 5: Take some of the mixture and spread it to the back of the bottom portion of the cookie.

Now place your top portion of the cookie on top and then slide your bale in between the two cookies.
Step 6: Taking your tooth brush texture the top of the cookie.

Step 7: Fill in the center of the cookie with the rest of your filling then bake accordingly.
Step 8: Using your DeepShine also available at tinypandora.com add a thin layer to give it that glossy jam look.
Step 9: Put your cookie under the cure light and your done with your linzer cookie.